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Introduction

Outerspace were appointed in May 2019 by the 
Friends of Manor Park to draw up a Landscape 
Masterplan as part of their Revivify Project.

The brief for identifying the vision was to engage the 
local community and stakeholders throughout the 
process. This we fully supported in the creation of a 
genuinely sustainable Landscape Masterplan. Thus 
the following chapters describe the ‘process’ and 
‘product’ and illustrates how we have enabled the 
local community to realise their aspirations within an 
exciting and deliverable masterplan.

The report is set out in the following chapters:

1. The Brief
Describing the Friends of Manor Parks previous 
consultation, setting out the main objectives.

2. Initial analysis of the existing park
Audit of existing issues by Outerspace through a 
thorough analysis process, identifying both the overall 
spirit and character of the park and detailed problems 
and opportunities to solve and promote. 

3. Consultation Process (summary)
Utilising the Outerspace ‘Design through Dialogue’ 
engagement tool, presenting the audit findings and 
discussing the Design Principles with local residents, 
schools and stakeholders.

4. Design Principles 
Development and presentation of the principles 
recognised in the consultation process in a rational 
and understandable format.

5. Landscape Masterplan proposals
Identifying the preferred layout of the overall park 
layout together with individual character areas. 

6. Appendices: Detailed consultation findings
A comprehensive record of all the inform,action 
gathered throughout the process.



Design brief set by the community
using day to day knowledge and aspirations

Enabling the vision
Outerspace using creative design

to deliver a sustainable masterplan



HUMAN
NATURE

The Outerspace approach
Connecting people and bio-diversity: it’s ‘human-nature’

The overall objective within the Outerspace design 
approach is that of maximising the connectivity of 
humans with nature in an attempt to minimise social 
isolation, obesity and the overall reduction in bio-
diversity within modern day environments.

Indeed connectivity is at the heart of this project, both 
in the consultation process and the evolving masterplan 
proposal, as described in the following chapters.



Manor Park Naturefest 2019



1. 
The Brief: what the community originally stated





1.1 A summary of initial consultation findings:

The Friends of Manor Park carried out some initial 
consultation in 2017, where they engaged the local 
community to establish the key requirements for the 
park moving forward. These included:

- Providing fun;

- Supporting socialisation and community;

- Protecting nature and conservation;

- Facilitating play and exercise for all age groups;

- Maintaining security and cleanliness; and 

- Providing accessibility for all abilities.

These key points provided the starting point for 
the landscape masterplan project, from which we 
commenced the analysis and design process.
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2. 
Initial site analysis: 
Outerspace study of the existing park





2.1 Movement and accessibility

1. 2. 3. 4. 
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Manor Park offers predominantly pedestrian access 
within it. The park itself is effectively a cul-de-sac with 
only routes in from Malden Road, with no connectivity 
through. There are also no cycle routes within it.

Furthermore there is a lack of a laid out circuit around 
the park, with delineated paths only reaching half of it. 

Vehicular access is also from Malden Road with a short 
drive way leading to a car park, serving the Shiraz 
Mirza Hall, Bowls Club and tennis courts.



2.2  Layout and experience of the park
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Manor Park is presently poor in terms of ‘legibility’. All 
the ingredients of a successful public space regarding 
a good sense of arrival, a positive heart and focus, and 
general orientation are missing and are in great need 
of enhancement.
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3.3 Spatial openness 
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Manor Park is a sizeable park, the second biggest in 
the Borough. However due to its layout it does not feel 
substantial at all and actually compartmentalised to its 
detriment.

This is caused by a series of ‘barriers’ such as:

- the dense copse along the Malden Road frontage, 
prohibiting views into the park as a whole;

- the thick and tall hedgerow around the Bowls Club 
within the heart of the park;

- the playground which obstructs the spatial 
connectivity between the two main open sports fields; 

- and the dense woodland hedgerow blocking views 
through to the meadow space to the rear of the park.



3.4 Activity and security
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Similar to accessibility, the level of activity and feeling 
of security is also divided through the park. The 
western half closest to the entrances from Malden 
Road is far more active and thus feels significantly 
safer and secure. 

On a daily basis the park is used for dog walking, 
strolling and the children’s playground. There is an 
outdoor exercise equipment area that also seems 
popular throughout the year.

The sports pitches are also well used, with football on 
both pitches from early autumn to late spring, with 
cricket being played on the far field in the summer.

In the summer months the bowling green and tennis 
courts are also busier. 



3.5 Wildlife and ecology

1. 2. 3. 4. 
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Due to the lack of through routes discussed previously, 
the extent of nature and bio-diversity within the 
park is pretty high. This is particularly good along the 
southern boundary adjacent to the railway where 
woodland planting is thriving. 

Furthermore the work recently carried out by the 
Friends of Manor Park and Citizen Zoo has enhanced 
the ecology within these woodland areas.

The other perimeters along private garden boundaries 
are however sparse and are a wasted opportunity for 
bio-diversity through hedgerow planting.  



3.6 Quality of landscape elements
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Manor Park presently suffers from its poor quality 
range of furniture, from its entrance gates to all 
seating and play elements within the park. 

In particular the appearance of the Shiraz Mirza Hall 
has a detrimental effect of the overall experience of 
the park and lowers the spirits of those using and 
walking through Manor Park.



3.7 Summary of analysis: 
      Identifying key questions to be taken forward into the consultation process

The facing page is a summary of the Outerspace audit 
of Manor Park. It sets out a sereies of key questions to 
consult the community and stake holders upon. 

These questions became a starting point for the 
consultation process and the basis of identifying the 
Design Principles for the Landscape Masterplan. 

A key finding of the audit identified a lack of physical and visual connectivity within Manor Park



The pavilion
What facilities should this offer?

• Cultural
• Leisure
• Amenity
• Cafe

The play area and its role and provision in the park

• Can we relocate part of it to open up a connection between the 
sports pitches? 

• How much new play equipment is needed and how much can be 
renovated?

The relationship with Malden Road

• How much should the park be opened up to the wider 
public?

• Should we create a new formal entrance from South 
Lane?

• What role should the frontage space play?

Scrub within the centre of the park

• At present there are areas of natural scrub that block views of the wider 
park. They also create a feeling of insecurity in the eastern half of the 
park. Should these ‘copses’ be thinned out with more natural planting 
concentrated along the railway corridor?

General

How can we encourage youth?
• Should there be a Games Court/MUGA?
• If so where should it go?
• Also: table tennis and adventure play?

Bowling Club

• How can they be further 
integrated into the park and 
provide a more positive con-
tribution?



3. 
The Consultation Process: 
‘Design through Dialogue’  





3.1 The engagement participants
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The engagement process successfully involved a 
range of stakeholders within it. The main focus was 
with the local residents through workshops and the 
on-line questionnaire, but there were a number of 
other events and visits. These included the fantastic 
Naturefest day in the park and very energetic and 
productive sessions with Coombe Boys School and 
Malden Manor Primary School.

Subsequent to that we held separate meetings with 
the Bowls Club, Little League and Fulham Football 
Club, together with informal chats with dog walkers, 
parents in the play ground and outdoor gym users 
to establish their specific and general views and 
opinions regarding the existing and future park.

The detailed statistical and illustrative findings of 
the various stakeholder events are set out in the 
Appendices, with a brief summary on the following 
page. This wealth of information provided an 
incredibly valuable brief for us to take forward into 
the design process and commence on the masterplan 
layout and vision. 



3.2 Summary of findings within stakeholder meetings

Stakeholders   Summary of views and requirements

Bowls Club    Need for security, better paths, signage and presence, car parking

Fulham Football Foundation Want to invest in a MUGA community facility promoting physical wellbeing for all ages

Little League    Looking for better storage facilities

Informal chats on site:
- Dog walkers    Want a good walking circuit with seating dotted around the park
- Parents in playground  Need play areas for all age groups to be in close proximity, picnic tables in sunny areas
- Outdoor gym users   Like the central facility but would welcome equipment dotted around the park edge 

Sustrans cycle group   Support idea to extend the park experience over Malden Road with better crossings

Shiraz Mirza    Unable to meet over summer          

Tennis Academy    Unable to meet over summer  

The following table summarises the very brief findings 
from the stakeholder meetings with interest groups. 



4. 
Design principles for the masterplan
Identified through the ‘Design through Dialogue’ process   





4.1 Individual Design Principles

1. Extending accessibility
- improve and enhance the entrance routes
- extend access into the heart of the park and into the ‘eastern half’
- create open and secure ‘circuits’ around the perimeter 

2. Reinforce the structure of the park
- introduce a new major entrance at the end of South Lane
- create an active heart and focus to the park
- reinforce the sense of arrival at the park gateways
- explore the potential of a landmark feature deep within the park
 

3. Celebrating the scale of the park
- generally open up the park as a whole to celebrate its entirety
- look in particular to ‘unite’ the two open pitch areas
- maintain however the special sub spaces

4. Maximise play and amenity for all age groups
- concentrate play around a new pavilion in the heart of the park
- create walking/jogging circuits with seating and outdoor gym along
- consider community fairs and events in the open fields

5. Enhancing wildlife and ecology
- enhance the naturalistic woodland corridor along the railway 
- reinforce the hedgerows along the park boundaries

6. Improve the quality of landscape elements
- improve the entrance gateways
- install high quality elements around the pavilion to raise the profile 
- locate robust and comfortable seating around the park

The following diagrams illustrate the various Design Principles 
agreed through the consultation process. These form the starting 
point for the Landscape Masterplan to respect and respond to.



1. Enhance the entrance road and gate;
2. Formalise the Malden Road ‘entrance garden’ with 

improved pedestrian crossings, a central gate with 
signage and opened views and vista’s through the 
trees/scrub;

3. Extend the park experience over Malden Road into 
the estate; 

4. Rationalise and tidy the car park courtyard, with 
better surveillance such as CCTV;

5. Bring animation and focus to the park with a 
central pavilion: improved community facilities and 

4.2 Summary of Design Principles
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cafe, with children’s play for all age groups in its 
environs;

6. Create a perimeter jogging/walking circuit with 
outdoor gym equipment and seating niches;

7. Realign the football pitches to create more room 
around the pavilion;

8. Provide a bandstand/shelter feature for informal 
socialisation and community events;

9. Create a pivotal space from which a series of views 
and routes through the park extend;

10. Reinforce the woodland edge to the park with 

additional tree and ecological planting, with 
informal walking trails within;

11. Bring the Bowls Club positively into the heart of 
the park, with a circular walk element around it 
that provides a series of sensory sub gardens for all 
the community to enjoy;

12. Create a wetland habitat within the area of poor 
drainage, with a board-walk through it;

13. Open up vistas through the woodland belt to 

provide enhanced safety and surveillance;
14. Continue and enhance the wildflower meadow;
15. Consider a community orchard area;
16. Reinforce and bolster the hedgerows around the 

perimeter of the park;
17. Explore the opportunity of providing a community 

MUGA facility in the unused tennis court area, 
utilising the flood lights and access to the adjacent 
Pavilion building.



5. 
Establishing the masterplan vision
The overall layout and character areas within





5.1 The Landscape Masterplan Character Areas

The following chapter sets out the proposed 
masterplan for Manor Park together with a description 
of the individual character areas created within it. This 
vision takes on board all the design principles set out 
and agreed with the local community.

The design layout aims to build upon the spaces that 
already define the character and unique spirit of 
Manor Park. In this we take the existing Genius Loci as 
the starting point and create a layer of interventions 
that help achieve the aspirations of the local 
community of this particular moment in history.

Each character area is highlighted in this diagram, with 
more detail provided to each on the following pages, 
looking at both the human activities to be promoted 
and the natural elements to be enhanced.

1. MALDEN ROAD 
ENTRANCE

3. SPORTS FIELDS

3. SPORTS FIELDS

2. COMMUNITY HUB

4. SENSORY AND 
WETLAND GARDENS

5. WOODLAND 
MEADOW
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VIEWS CREATED THROUGH WOODLAND TO THE MEADOW 

MEADOW ENHANCED AND COMMUNITY ORCHARD PLANTED

ENTRANCE ENHANCED TO CREATE SENSE OF ARRIVAL 

WETLAND ECOLOGY AREA CREATED WITH BOARDWALK

FIELD REALIGNED WITH NEW BANDSTAND SHELTER FEATURE 



5.2 Character Area 1: Malden Road entrance (strategy)

There are two main entrance points for Manor Park. 
The first being the access to the car park from the 
northern side of the park, while the more substantial 
open side of the park opening up to the south west 
corner onto Malden Road. When speaking to people 
who knew of this junction, it was apparent that many 
did not know of the parks existence beyond the open 
grassland just beyond the low fencing that borders the 
footpath, with the shrub-land blocking views into the 
park.

While it is appreciated that this vegetation plays a 
massively important role, (providing habitat and 
foraging opportunities for wildlife, and helps to 
enclose the park) it also creates a visual barrier and 
prevents the park possibly being used as well as it 
should be. 

The masterplan for this area therefore aims to provide 
a more welcoming entrance to the park that can act 
as a place to advertise the park within the community. 
The removal of some of the vegetation would help 
open up vistas into the park beyond, helping to offer a 
gimps of the other areas within the park itself.

On the following page a set of precedent images 
describe the human activities to be promoted 
(socialisation and recreation) and nature 
enhancements (landscape elements such as planting 
and furniture).



5.2.1 Character Area 1: Malden Road entrance (social and landscape enhancements)

HUMAN NATURE



5.3 Character Area 2: Community Hub (strategy)

The Community Hub should be the heart and focus 
of Manor Park, as an iconic landmark building and 
as the generator of activity. Whilst in the long term 
this building should be a totally new pavilion, we are 
suggesting a short term architectural solution which 
combines a cafe facility with a new facade fronting the 
park including wider opening doors and contemporary 
cladding. 

The Community Hub environs are to be transformed 
into active play gardens for all age groups. Directly 
adjacent to the pavilion a central formal lawn and 
seating will offer flexible play and socialisation. To 
the west of this a new adventure play area is being 
proposed with an exciting range of equipment to offer 

challenge and interest, all set in a green and tranquil 
environment including the existing and proposed 
trees. Table tennis tables also offer play opportunities.

Within the eastern half, adjacent to the cafe and 
picnic table space, a toddlers play garden is proposed, 
all with  naturalistic elements.

On the following page a set of precedent images 
describe the human activities to be promoted 
(socialisation and recreation) and nature 
enhancements (landscape elements such as planting 
and furniture).



5.3.1 Character Area 2: Community Hub (social and landscape enhancements)

HUMAN NATURE



5.4 Character Area 3: Sports Fields (strategy)

There are two open sports fields within Manor Park, 
an inner one closer to Malden Road and an outer 
one beyond the Bowls Club. These are presently 
disconnected (spatially and physically) by the 
playground, so we propose to relocates the play area 
to open to create enhanced linkage between the 
fields. 

Within the inner field we are suggesting a minor re-
alignment of the Little League pitches to accommodate 
the Community Hub proposals, and also a new 
bandstand shelter with natural amphitheatre for 
community events.

Within the outer field we are proposing simple 

enhancements such as the reinforcement of perimeter 
hedgerows, compensating for some minor losses in 
vegetation to open up views of the meadow area. 
These new vista’s through the woodland belt will have 
a substantial impact of the overall spatial quality and 
feeling of security within Manor Park.

Furthermore a new path with seating and gym 
equipment dotted along it will edge the field, with a 
tidying up of the area to the rear of the Bowls Club.

On the following page a set of precedent images 
describe the human activities to be promoted 
(socialisation and recreation) and nature 
enhancements (landscape elements such as planting 



5.4.1 Character Area 2: Sports Fields (social and landscape enhancements)

HUMAN NATURE



5.5 Character Area 4: Sensory and Wetland Gardens (strategy)

The existing central area of the park is actually the 
least satisfactory and most inactive section. Whilst the 
Bowls Club itself is a sanctuary of calm and recreation, 
its tall hedge forms an inactive boundary to the park. 

The landscape areas around the Bowls Club also offer 
poor contribution on all four sides as follows. 

To the north is an untidy copse of scrub which we 
intend to tidy up and prune back to open up views.

To the south is similarly a thick copse of self seeded 
scrub which will be enhanced with routes and views 
through to the rear of the park.

To the east is an area of poorly drained land that gets 
waterlogged in the winter months preventing access 
along the path through it and affecting the sports field. 
A new wetland garden we concentrate all the drainage 
and ameliorate the wider area. A new boardwalk will 
provide an elevated access through the garden. 

To the east we are creating a Sensory Garden for 
seating under pergola’s within a tranquil setting, 
including calming and healing plants.

On the following page a set of precedent images 
describe the human activities to be promoted and 
nature enhancements (landscape elements such as 
planting and furniture).



5.5.1 Character Area 4: Sensory and Wetland Gardens (social and landscape enhancements)
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5.6 Character Area 5: Woodland meadow and community orchard (strategy)

The far part of Manor Park is the least active area. 
This has meant that wildlife and bio-diversity has 
flourished but some feel unsafe and insecure. This was 
particularly stressed in the consultation with Coombe 
Boys School. 

The overall sense of tranquility and balance with 
nature will be maintained but the feeling of security 
will be dramatically enhanced by establishing a series 
of vistras through the woodlanf belt adjacent to the 
playing fields, as discussed above. 

Furthermore the meadow will have wildflower 
planting within it, with a new path around the 

perimeter and seating elements along. In addition a 
sculptural feature and community orchard will lead 
walkers into this part of the park so the local people 
can enjoy the full extent of this amazing green space.

On the following page a set of precedent images 
describe the human activities to be promoted 
(socialisation and recreation) and nature 
enhancements (landscape elements such as planting 
and furniture).



5.6.1 Character Area 5: Woodland meadow & community orchard (social & landscape enhancements)

HUMAN NATURE



5.7 Landscape Masterplan 

1.  Enhance the entrance road and gate;
2a.  Formalise the Malden Road ‘entrance garden’ with improved pedestrian  
 crossings, a central gate with signage, a gateway sculpture feature and a  
 new pathway across it.
2b. Create views into the park with vista’s ‘cut through’ through the scrub;
3.  Extend the park experience over Malden Road into the estate; 
4.  Rationalise and tidy the car park courtyard, with CCTV surveiilance;
5a.  Bring focus to the park with a central pavilion: improved community  
 facilities and cafe, a formal lawn and seating frontin the park;
5b. Toddlers play area in a natural setting, with trees proving shade; 
5c. Play area for older children, including adventure play, a circuit of   
 challenges and table tennis.

6.  Create a perimeter jogging/walking circuit with outdoor gym equipment  
 and seating niches; 
7.  Realign the football pitches to create more room around the pavilion;
8.  Provide a bandstand/shelter feature for informal socialisation and   
 community events; 
9.  Create a pivotal space from which a series of views and routes through  
 the park extend;
10. Reinforce the woodland edge to the park with additional tree and   
 ecological planting, with informal walking trails within;
11.  Bring the Bowls Club positively into the heart of the park, with a circular  
 walk element around it that provides a series of sensory sub gardens for  
 all the community to enjoy;

      
 

12.  Create a wetland habitat within the area of poor drainage, with a    
 boardwalk through it;
13.  Open up vistas through the woodland belt to provide enhanced safety   
 and surveillance;
14.  Continue and enhance the wildflower meadow;
15.  Consider a community orchard area;
16.  Reinforce and bolster the hedgerows around the perimeter of the park;
17.  Explore the opportunity of providing a community MUGA facility in   
 the unused tennis court area, utilising the fllod lights and access to the   
 adjacent Pavilion building;
18.  Sensory garden with seating amongst colourful planting beds and pergola’s.
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COMMUNITY HUB PROVIDING FOCUS TO THE PARK VIEWS CREATED THROUGH WOODLAND TO THE MEADOW MEADOW ENHANCED AND COMMUNITY ORCHARD PLANTED

ENTRANCE ENHANCED TO CREATE SENSE OF ARRIVAL WETLAND ECOLOGY AREA CREATED WITH BOARDWALKFIELD REALIGNED WITH NEW BANDSTAND SHELTER FEATURE 



5.8 Down to detail: specifying landscape elements: 
      furniture, play equipment and sculpture
The landscape elements to be installed within the 
future Manor Park enhancements should be of a 
‘contemporary-naturalistic’ aesthetic. 

This will promote the character and ‘genius loci’ of 
the place with its woodland context whilst celebrating 
modern day design and style.





5. 
Appendices: 
Summary of consultation process





Community engagement evening (14.05.2019)

(i) Outerspace presentation
Describing initial analysis findings  

(ii) Group workshops
Discussing issues in the park        Identifying opportunities

Summary of findings
Describing initial analysis findings  





Nature Fest (18.05.2019)

Summary of findings
Questionnaires were filled in as part 
of the wider engagement process





Coombe Boys School

Summary of findings

They do use the park but there’s not enough to do there
They really appreciate the quieter more natural areas
There was real concern about area’s of crime and anti-social behaviour

(i) Site Visit and 
Outerspace presentation

(ii) Group workshops
Discussing issues in the park and Identifying opportunities



Malden Manor Primary School

(i) Outerspace presentation (ii) Group workshops
Discussing play provision in the park



Questionnaire (hard copies and on-line) 





Questionnaire (hard copies and on-line) 





Questionnaire (hard copies and on-line) 



2.1 What do you like best about the park as it is?
• The pond and wild flowers 
• Location
• Large space 
• The trees - which we 'borrow' in our garden.
• Easily accessible. Local. 
• Playground for the kids
• Walking route, woody areas, birds and toilet 

facilities.
• Access and open spaces
• Quiet and open
• Tranquillity, flowers and nature 
• It has many uses, for my children- football & 

playground, and for me to walk the dog
• It's greenery
• Playground 
• Super green, love walking the hidden road behind 

the cricket field/ walk a lot in the summer/ take the 
family for a walk and safe cycle on bikes 

• The nature areas
• Variety 
• Having some greenery close
• The natural wooded section
• Access to nature. The wildlife (especially the birds 

and pond).
• Large grassy open space with surrounding trees and 

a large (but worn out) playground 
• The meadow bit round the back is lovely
• Big open green space, not too busy, having a 

playground near home
• The size 
• How natural it is
• Natural surroundings and peace - taking small 

grandchildren
• Space to walk dog off lead, playground for kids
• It's local, lots of space, there are different things 

there such as playground, tennis, cricket. 
• Open space and location to home
• The hidden park behind the bushes; the outdoor 

gym
• The trees and open space to walk.
• The lay out if the green spaces 
• Walking in nature
• Green space. 

• The nature
• The open spaces for the dogs
• The playground 
• Close to house
• Path
• The open space
• Large area, secluded back field where the wife and 

I can have a moment away from everyone when 
having a quick walk around. Decent playground for 
kids (which will be even better soon). 

• The open space 
• Natural area
• Safe. Variety of areas. Wildlife area
• Quiet, relaxing, wildlife, open space, pleasant to 

walk around
• Open space and playground 
• Open spaces. You can walk all the way around it. 

There are some “wild” spaces at the back near the 
railway line providing habitat for creatures.

• Open Spaces, playground, tennis courts.
• Playground - equipment is good for age of my 

daughter
• Nature
 
2.2 What do you like least about the park?
• The peeling paintwork on the climbing frames and 

how the ‘younger’ play space is not that suitable for 
younger kids. 

• Dog poo, youths invading playground
• Scruffy, litter
• The litter and the grunting of the tennis players.
• Playground needs updating
• Muddy paths
• Toilets!
• Litter
• Rubbish, antisocial behaviour 
• Rubbish left by teenagers in the woods at the edges
• The ugly pavilion 
• Toilets 
• The gym equipment! It’s really outdated and poor! 

Wish we would replace them with more cardio 
workouts!

• The play area is very run down
• Dog mess

• Dog mess everywhere!! 
• The state of the tennis courts
• The litter left behind by people. 
• Playground very worn out, paint peeling and not 

particularly safe.
The playground is old and doesn't always feel safe
• State of the playground equipment, dog mess, 

inaccessibility of paths for buggies in winter
• The disgusting toilets 
• The paths in winter
• Ugly Hall
• Playground feels tired
• Dog poo! It's disjointed. There aren't enough trees, 

plants and flowers.
• Small playground and lack of seating
• Muddy path on the back, there is no wheel chair 

access  for those want to go with me for walk , 
toilet 

• Not enough seats for those with limited mobility.
• The shabby playground equipment and hall
• Overgrown areas
• Smell of cannabis. 
• Lack of path round the outside
• The rubbish 
• Wasted space 
• Poor play equipment. Always filthy with litter
• Playground
• state of the facilities
• The path stops at the back field. Would be nice to 

have a loop so it is walkable in the winter
• The rubbish outside the Shiraz Mirza hall and to a 

lesser extent throughout the park. There should 
be more bins and the Shiraz Mirza hall should have 
more larger, coloured and labelled recycling bins.

• Lack of bins
• Entrance to main road opens 
• The toilets are open at random times and are very 

run down. Also the flooding round the back of the 
bowls club. 

• Could be slightly bigger 
• Dog shit, particularly on the playing fields
• Metal hoarding fence panels in triangle in 

playground, which have been there for many 
months and seem to serve no purpose.

 
2.3 How happy are you with the current facilities for 
Play?
• Some better play equipment for younger children 

would be great and an improved climbing frame for 
older kids. Maybe something else for teenagers like 
a zip wire  (so they don’t need to hang around and 
swear in front of 4 year olds!). 

• Small area not very accessible for toddlers.  Limited 
for over 8. Very scruffy now. Paint flecks get stuck in 
children’s fingers etc. Tarmac damaged. 

• Ideally additional play facilities for teenagers
• It's very old, rusty, could be more interesting. When 

things break, takes ages to fix e.g. swing last year. 
• State of the current equipment is appalling given 

how many children use the playground - flaming 
paint, loose screws, currently a plank very 
dangerously missing on one of the climbing frames. 
Range of equipment could be improved and 
expanded. 

• Playground is tired looking. It would be nice to have 
a large dog free area where kids can play, maybe 
people can picnic, where there are benches, trees, 
flowers.

• Needs more for children aged 8-10
• Would be very useful to have a secluded area for 

dogs to socialise safely ; important to have wheel 
chair access I could not bring my brother to come 
with me for walk 

• clean toilet  
• Playground not maintained. 



• Other parks have much better / nicer facilities.  
Surface is old - temporary fencing in corner has 
been there for ages - no idea why.

 
2.4 How happy are you with the current facilities 
provided for Football / Cricket
• Two goals. Lines and kept clean. Caged or concrete 

area for all year play.
• Dog poo puts me off taking my boy there definitely.
• Again more bins required especially for the football

2.5 How happy are you with the current facilities 
provided by the Function Hall
• Lovely hall but not very accessible to general public. 

Expensive to hire. 
• I’d love a coffee shop!
• Have been inside once and it's pretty depressing. 
• The over-flowing bins and mess. 
• Hall very dirty and shabby
• Seems a bit tired
• The hall is probably underused. It would be great 

to have more exercise classes or adult education 
classes run there. Could the rent be subsidised (if 
the price of renting the space is a burden). 

• Never been inside.
 
2.6 How happy are you with the current footpaths, 
bearing in mind the lighting, evenness of the surface, 
drainage etc.)
• More footpaths and sight lines leading to other 

areas of the park would be great
• Footpaths not wide enough. Better material could 

be used. Sir Joseph hood Motspur have a fantastic 
path for all year round. 

• Some parts are good, but more trails would be ideal 
and building up in the very muddy corner would 
help.

• In the winter the path installed a few years ago is 
completely flooded.

• Paths very quickly become inaccessible after a bit 
of rain, especially for buggies. Paths too narrow to 
easily walk with toddler next to buggy. Often dog 
mess. Would be nice if paths went all round the 
park although not essential. 

• A footpath the whole way around (back fields) 
would be nice for walks in all weather

• It's fine. Unnecessary to have 'brighter' lighting. Do 
nothing to spoil the greenness of the park.

• Hard path around park perimeter would be good 
for walking dog with pushchair especially in rainy 
weather

• It would be nice for more footpaths to link the 
different zones.

• Footpath get flooded if rains or muddy and slippery  
there is no wheel chair access 

• Hard to walk or run around the outside in the bits 
without paths when  it is wet / muddy

• Unusable in the winter because of flooding. They 
are also getting thinner and thinner

• My children have fallen when running to the park 
with the excitement but the paving towards there 
from the car park could be better 

• It’s usually a bit muddy as you go around the park 
towards the back, depending on the season

2.7 How happy are you with the current parking 
facilities?
• Mostly good parking if kept clean and tidy
• I rarely drive there.
• Parking usually ok except on Fridays when there is a 

mass of cars all arriving at the same time for a hall 
activity causing mayhem

• On a said function day there's not enough space 
2.8 How happy are you with the number, position and 
quality of the seating opportunities?
• The benches need a good scrub down and a paint! 
• Shade for seating in play area
• There should be seating available to observe the 

birds using the feeders.
• Not sure how I feel. More seating would allow 

the elderly to sit and rest. However it would also 
encourage the weed smokers who litter the park 
really badly. 

• More seating would be nice, particularly in shade 
under trees, with more plants and flowers. 

• Bins next to the bench is often smells with dog 
poo!; people leaving dog poo in the park a lot and 
is annoying 

• Benches are out dated and unclean. 
• More benches
• There's quite often rubbish lying around the 

benches 
• Benches on the grass uphill not very appealing or 

comfortable 
• Which seating opportunities? There are very few.
 
2.9 How happy are you with the number, position and 
quality of the litter and dog waste bins
• More might help but the volume of dog mess is my 

main issue with the park. Going running I have to 
watch my step all the time, it's all over the place.  I 
don't like my child going off the path - at least on 
path it's more visible. There should be a bigger dog 
free zone.

• Dog poo is one of the reasons I do not go to this 
park more often. This is a shame as it's my local 
park and I would love to go there more often.

• It may be helpful if we can have few poo scoopers  
clipped near bins for those who forget to bring poo 
bag or anyone see poo in the field want to pick it up 
can leave the place clean 

• Still see some dog waste - don’t have a dog, so 
never looked for bins.

• The number of litter and dog waste bins has 
reduced over the years.

• Probably need more to encourage owners to use 
them. Dogs should be banned from the sport 
playing fields, if they are not already.

2.10 How happy are you with the general security of 
the park?
• I do not always feel safe
• I’m not aware of the security
• Not that keen walking through at dusk 
• Is there any? People can litter and smoke weed 

with impunity.
• Does this question apply to a park?
• Paths linking the areas could be better. It's quite 

empty but if more people went there I suppose 
that I would feel more secure there. If it was a nicer 
park then there would be more people.

• Not really thought about this before

• I have been late as 10 pm or 6 am more I know 
people I am less scared yet 

• Drug users around in the evenings in the woods 
and in the car park during the day

• But fully understand it is difficult to have any 
security for this type of park.

• What security??
• The number of cycle parking provisions is very 

limited, I think there are 3 spaces designed to chain 
a bike up against, all next to the playground.

 
2.11 How happy are you with the Main Vehicle 
Entrance to the park. 
• The entrance is very scruffy
• Happy most of the time.  Can be a little tricky when 

car park is very busy. 
• Need  a pedestrian crossing front of park or slow 

sign or speed hump - there is too many speedy 
cards one with dog has to wait up to 45 min before 
get clear to cross

• Pot holes and do you really need speed bumps. 
They are not environmentally friendly.

• Two cars one in one out not great space 
 
2.12 How happy are you with the Signage of the park?
• Not sure what signage is needed?
• More signs to encourage owners to clean up after 

their dogs. Include posters about toxoplasmosis... 
• Signage explaining how to use tennis courts is 

limited and unclear. Signage on Function Room is 
poor, other than indicating toilets are not for public 

Questionnaire (hard copies and on-line) 



use.
 
2.13 How happy are you with the ecology of the park?
• Happy to know we are investing in it as a 

community and it is going to get better!!
• New conservation  has made a big difference 
• Really appreciate the efforts that have been made. 

Happy to help develop any nature projects.
• Some information boards would be good e.g. types 

of birds, pond life 
• I feel that there needs to be more trees, plants and 

flowers. Different varieties will attract different 
wildlife. However, since the Friends of Manor park, 
there has been a great improvement. Of course 
more needs to be done.

• I am little disappointed  that some over enthusiastic 
friends of park disturbed little animals and birds 
hibernating  in the winter by clearing bushes too 
much . 

• The birdsong is excellent. As is the new walkways, 
the pond, the voluntary clear ups and the nature 
fest.

• More varied natural planting would encourage 
more insect life

 
2.14 How does the park make you feel?
• • Happy to know we are investing in it as a 

community and it is going to get better!!
• • Bit scruffy and unloved but fantastic local place. 

Dog poo is a big problem across fields
• • I just love walking through it and that makes me 

relax! Sad to see they cut most of the trees as now 
we see trains! 

• • Lovely to have this open space so locally, but 
would like the mature trees to be free of ivy, which 
tends to overtake them. I know this is asking a lot.

• • The dog poo spoils my experience. Friends of 
Manor park events are great. It would be nice to 
have different zones: play area; dog free area; dog 
area; cafe; gardens; woodland areas (which are 
there but it's all haphazard).

• • because of my dog I started coming to the park 
and now I love it my dog love it  I feel I am belongs 
to a community more we need more activities 

in the function hall and park - free or reduced 
fee classes yoga, meditation  and group exercise 
activity via 'meet up'

• • The improvement in the last couple of years is 
excellent.

• • More flowers and plants would brighten it up a 
bit. Not seasonal bedding plants... something more 
natural that would need little maintenance

 
And Finally...is there anything else we have missed or 
that you would like to tell us about?
• Please don’t hide the railway - all the kids love 

watching the trains go by! 
• A Cafe would provide a wonderful hub, a presence 

that would also help to reduce antisocial behaviour 
• All weather Shelters  (man-made or natural) in a 

picnic area near the playground. More to do for 
children over 8. 

• Outdoor yoga & themed markets for produce & 
makers 

• Build play area that encourages kids to be 
independent in solving tasks and there loads of 
companies do such thing with only wood and less 
plastic and metal based products! 

• Reduce parking spots and build a community cafe 
and indoor classes instead so don’t take much 
space from green space! Update the toilets and 
tennis courts with more activities for kids and 
teenagers as it super tough in this age with iPhones 
and what’s ups :( 

• Hope this helps 
• How about a splash park?
• Where is the South Lane Entrance???
• No, I feel excited about the potential! 
• Tennis courts upgrade. The state of the courts 

makes the park look very run down.
• Would visit much more often if there was a well 

maintained picnic area and cafe, in addition to an 
updated playground for the kids

• Could the hall be used more for soft play or similar 
in the week (like Little Rascals in Motspur Park)? I’m 
always confused about who gets to use this hall as 
only ever seems to be for religious ceremonies?

• There are already natural play areas, which are 
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